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Introduction
Single-pass tangential flow filtration (SPTFF) technology from Pall Corporation is revolutionizing current and future
bioprocessing platforms with its implementations in biotech, vaccine and plasma industries. Its features are
protected by a portfolio of patents[1-6]. Common applications of the Cadence™ SPTFF technology extend to but
are not limited to inline volume reduction and/or concentration, in-process dilution/de-salting, high concentration
formulations, and processing of fragile molecules. In this context, SPTFF technology is not only an important
addition to the process development tool-box for platform process evaluation but also a crucial enabler of
integrated, streamlined and continuous bioprocessing initiatives.
Within the diverse filtration portfolio of Pall Life Sciences, this breakthrough technology is made available in a
variety of building blocks that utilize different membrane types and configurations to provide a comprehensive
solution package that will meet end-user’s processing needs and targets over wide range of applications[7-17].
For example, Cadence Inline Concentrator (ILC) modules are holder-less SPTFF devices equipped with a
built-in fixed retentate restrictor, which greatly simplifies SPTFF process control and achieves high conversion
separations with the simplicity of direct flow filtration.
Adopting SPTFF at process development (PD), pilot, clinical and commercial manufacturing scales has major
advantages over conventional approaches. Some of key benefits can be summarized as follows:
• Provides flexible manufacturing through process integration/coupling and continuous upstream and
downstream processing,
• Reduces processing volumes, system sizing and facility footprint and leads to novel facility fit solutions and
overcomes manufacturing bottlenecks,
• Enables disposable and/or single-use technology utilization and therefore, increases productivity and eliminates
non-value added processing steps and improves workflow,
• Achieves high product recoveries and increases yield through utilization of smaller, more compact systems,
• Enables high concentration factors and processing of highly shear-sensitive products,
• Provides major savings in capital expenditure, materials, labor and facility operating costs.

SPTFF Protected Domain
In order to better understand the SPTFF technology, its applications and coverage in biopharmaceutical
applications, it is noteworthy to refer to the terminology used in the issued patents[1-6] (hereafter “SPTFF
Patents”). This innovative approach to conventional tangential flow filtration (TFF) includes a plurality of stages,
each stage having a plurality of channels providing at least one serial flow path that is configured either internally
or externally, by the use of spacers, manifolds, staging plates and/or similar[1-6].
Among many other performance attributes, the novelty and protected domain of the SPTFF technology is
specified by two quantitative parameters that define the structure of the SPTFF channel, the specific membrane
area of the channel, σc, expressed as the ratio of the membrane area to the void volume of the channel, in cm-1,
(Equation 1) and the dimensionless length, l, which is the product of channel length and the specific membrane
area for a given stage and/or a system (Equations 2 and 3).
2
σc = Membrane Area of Flow Channel [cm ] (1)
Void Volume of Flow Channel [cm3]

lStage =

Specific Membrane Area (σc) x Channel Length) (LStage ) (2)

lSystem =

2

Specific Membrane Area (σc) x Channel Length) (LTotal ) (3)

The range of the specific membrane area of the channel, shown in Equation 1, is specified in the SPTFF Patents
to be greater than about 40 cm-1 for at least one channel[1-6] for the flow channel depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Flow channel of a TFF device
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For a TFF cassette (shown in Figure 1), with known width (W), length (L), channel height (H), which is dictated by
the thickness of the feed screen used in the channel, and screen void fraction (also referred to as percent open
area) ε, Equation (1) reduces to:

σc = 2WL/εWHL = 2/εH≥40 cm-1 (4)
Equation (4) can be used to graphically describe the domain protected by the SPTFF Patents over a wide range
of feed screens and void fraction values, as shown in Figure 2. Please note that the majority of the commercially
available TFF cassettes[21] with varying void fractions, screen types, feed channel widths and thicknesses are
annotated by the circle within the green region (σc ≥ 40 cm-1)[1-6], that represents the SPTFF protected domain.
Figure 2
Specific membrane area σc feasibility map covered highlighting the design space for the SPTFF
Patents[1-6], where green ≥ 40 cm-1 and red < 40 cm-1 (1 mil = 1/1000th of an inch).

Furthermore, it should be noted that the dimensionless length of a stage (Equation 2) is the sum of the dimensionless lengths of each channel in the longest serial flow path in the stage that is less than about 6,000 and the
dimensionless length of the system (Equation 3) is the sum of the dimensionless lengths of the plurality of stages
that is greater than about 2,000[1-6].
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To simplify the terminology, similar analysis can be extended to map the dimensionless length of the system,
λsys, for various SPTFF configurations in order to fully capture the impact of the flow path as shown in Figure 3.
The GREEN regions depict the space protected by the SPTFF Patents, in contrast to the RED regions, which
belongs to the prior art.
Figure 3
Graphic representation of the dimensionless length of the system, λsys, per SPTFF configuration [a] 3-in-series,
[b] 4-in-series, [c] 5-in-series, [d] 6-in-series, [e] 7-in-series, [f] 8- in-series, [g] 9-in-series, and [h] 12-in-series
(Green ≥ 2,000, Red < 2,000).
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Figures 2 and 3 describe clearly and accurately the design space protected by the SPTFF Patents with
respect to the specific membrane area, σc, and the dimensionless length, λ, in contrast to interpretations found
elsewhere[18-19], which are vague and even misleading. The regions marked/highlighted with “RED” in Figure 3
lie outside of σc and λ specifications, thus the space protected by SPTFF Patents. However, these regions
typically correspond to devices that will result in poor mass transfer properties and, therefore, poor performance.
In summary, SPTFF systems having a path length equivalent to three (3) or more standard- cassettes in-series
have dimensionless length greater than 2000, and therefore, covered by the SPTFF Patents.
Also, another aspect of the SPTFF Patents is the use of Christmas tree staging in combination with the
protected parameters, σc ≥ 40 cm-1 and λsys ≥ 2,000. It is important to highlight that the SPTFF design
space is independent of the type of staging used (i.e., “Christmas tree” or so-called “equal area”) but rather
it is a direct function of the total path length that is expressed as the dimensionless length of the system[1-6],
in other words, number of cassettes in series.

Mapping Productivity, Performance and Process Stability
The productivity is defined as the mass throughput of the SPTFF device in kg/m2/h (“KMH”). Figure 4 shows the
impact of path-length, expressed both as the number-of-cassette- channels in-series and the dimensionless
length of the system, λsys, on productivity for the case of a 50 g/L feed stream concentrated to 225 g/L.
The productivity increases as the path length increases (i.e., 9-in-series v. 3-in-series). Such effect is more
pronounced especially for applications targeting high final concentrations. Also noteworthy to mention that,
SPTFF devices with path lengths greater than 2-cassettes in-series fall within the domain protected by SPTFF
Patents[1-6] (with σc ≥ 40 cm-1 and λ ≥ 2,000). Indeed, the 9- or 10-in-series flow- path for the application
depicted in Figure 4 produces more than 3-times the productivity of SPTFF devices (i.e., 2-in-series), that are
not covered by the SPTFF Patents. In summary, SPTFF systems operating with 1 or 2 cassettes in-series have
significantly inferior performance to SPTFF systems using cassettes having optimal path lengths of 3 or more
cassettes in-series.
Figure 4
Impact of number-in-series and/or dimensionless length, λSystem, on Productivity (SPTFF configurations with
20 mil spacer, 35% void fraction, 50 g/L feed concentration, concentration factor of 4.5x and a final retentate
concentration of 225 g/L).

The robustness of the SPTFF device performance to achieve high conversion separations is enabled by the thin,
long channels that are configured via the proprietary serial- and/or parallel- arrangement of the flow path and
more importantly, dictated by the optimized feed flow rate, residence time and the pressure drop during processing.
Figure 5 shows the design curves and/or so-called web-plots consisting of lines of constant concentration for
SPTFF modules with short-to-long flow paths that depict the operating space for the target application.
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Figure 5
Performance benchmarking of commercially available SPTFF modules with short- to-long path length
configurations at varying mAb feed concentrations between 1 and 60 g/L.
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As outlined in Figure 5, better utilization of SPTFF design principles enable module designs with longer flow
path configurations (i.e., 7-, 8-, or 9-in-series), which manifests itself with a wider operational window and
a design space, thus resulting in higher concentration factors. This aspect of operation is utmost critical to
process stability and is a key determinant for evaluating the time-to-reach steady-state, especially during
high concentration applications.
Therefore, understanding process transients and appropriate management of flow and pressure profiles at high
concentrations are essential for designing scalable, reproducible and robust single-pass processes. Such built-in
flexibility and customization is provided by the Cadence single-pass TFF product portfolio.
In order to better illustrate this point, a benchmark study between 3- and 8-in-series modules was undertaken
to evaluate their respective performances for a final concentration application of ~50 g/L IgG feed, as shown in
Figure 6 and summarized in Table 1. Upon testing over the typical operational window shown in Figure 6, benefits
of utilizing a longer flow path module (i.e., 8-in-series) was amply demonstrated via significantly higher final
concentration of 250 g/L, ~2-fold higher fluxes, productivity and/or ~2-fold shorter processing times with a wider
operating window (high DP). This clearly indicates better utilization of feed channel pressure drop during protein
testing and therefore, resulted in stable processing conditions with no process transients (Table 1).
Figure 6
SPTFF configuration benchmark between 3- and 8-in-series modules to process 50 g/L Polyclonal Bovine IgG
with 30 kDa regenerated cellulose membranes over a operational window of 10-60 psig.
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Table 1
Performance Summary for SPTFF Configuration Benchmark Study
SPTFF
Config.

Initial
Concentration,
CFEED (g/L)

Final
Concentration,
CRetentate (g/L)

Feed
Flux
(LMH)

Productivity			
(kg/m2/h or
Feed
Pressure
KMH)
Pressure (psig) Drop* (psid)

Stable
Process (?)

3-in-series
8-in-series

50
50

190
250

4
7

0.2
0.35

NO
YES

63
37

2
28

* Feed channel pressure drop measured during protein processing.

Also worth noticing that the feed channel pressure drop (DP) of 2 psid during protein processing for the
3-in-series module was significantly lower than the hydraulic DP of the individual cassettes (8-12 psid) used
to build this flow path. Coupled with the high feed pressure of 63 psig, shown in Table 1, such discrepancy is
further evidence indicating that the device has potentially reached its capacity and the 3-in-series configuration is
not a suitable configuration for achieving the targeted high concentration application. In summary, poor utilization
of the flow channel pressure drop with the 3-in-series configuration results in inferior performance compared to
optimal 8-in-series configuration in multiple respects:
a. It is unstable;
b. It has half the productivity; and
c. It is unable to reach the target final concentration of 250 g/L.

Conclusions
This study is intended to provide a thorough analysis of the key terminology and the protected space that defines
and qualifies a single-pass TFF process for biopharmaceutical applications. Then, a data-driven approach was
taken in order to further elucidate the impact of single-pass flow path on key processing conditions and various
performance attributes and subsequent technology selection criteria’s. It was demonstrated that designing
scalable, reproducible, and robust single-pass TFF processes requires in-depth understanding of processing
conditions and design space, requires built-in flexibility, customization, ease-of- use, and a product portfolio
to provide appropriate mitigation strategies against process transients. Such holistic approach and technical
mastery is essential to leverage the key benefits of single-pass TFF technology at PD, pilot, clinical and
commercial scales, as we re-shape and re-define the future of bioprocessing.
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